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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to examine the process of rumor
transmission in an historical context.
of the Leo Frank incident.

The basis was a case study

The editorials of Populist editor Tom

Watson, written during Frank's appeal and commutation, were tested
for emotional intensity.

Significant findings tended to support

the anxiety component of the Rosnow/Fine model for rumor transmission.

The study was limited as there was no control condition

without anxiety.
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CHAPTER I
This was a study of human communication behavior centering on
the process of rumor transmission.

The focus of the study was the

work of Ralph Rosnow and Gary Fine (1976), who maintained that the
subject of rumor was too complex for a one sentence definition, so
they set out a number of "parameters" within which they could define
that concept (1976, p. 11).
According to Rosnow and Fine, rumor was a process of information
~

dispersion as well as a product.

It was also a process that was more

easily started (and its product more easily disseminated) than
stopped.

Finally, it was a communication constructed around

unauthenticated information.
These authors felt that the concepts of legend and gossip could
also fit within these "parameters" so they extended their definition
to differentiate between them.
In their analysis, a legend involves a past event or a person
of historical renown while a rumor dwells on topical issues.

Rumor

and gossip both deal with the personal affairs of individuals, but a
rumor may also deal with events and issues of great importance and
magnitude.

Gossip may or may not be based on known facts, but the

basis of a rumor is always unsubstantiated.

In addition, gossip

usually "evaporates" on its transmission (1976, p. ·as) while rumors
have a customary life span of two weeks to several months (1976, p. 44).
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Previous studies of rumor fell under two basic classifications:
psychological and sociological investigations.

Under the former,

psychologists viewed rumor as individual expressions of the mental
state of those in the community where the rumor is being circulated.
Under the latter, sociologists viewed this subject on their impact
concerning the community as a collective_whole.
· Psychologists who have studied rumors are Gordon Allport and
Leo Postman (1945, 1947), Carl Jung (1922, 1959), and Leon
Festinger (1957).

Among the sociologists who have rejected the

process to scientific inquiry are Tamotsu Shibutani (1966), R. H.
Turner and L. M. Killian (1957).
Allport and Postman developed an interpretation of rumors
which proceeded from the Gestalt assertion that perceptions strive
toward simplicity, order, and closure.
this process:

They devised a formula for

R=i.a or a rumor (R) will circulate in proportion to

the importance (i) and the ambiguity (a) of the subject matter in
the individual lives of the group (1947).
Carl Jung felt that rumors are a defense mechanism that
relieves anxiety.

Leon Festinger shared the belief that rumors

are essentially ego-defensive in orientation.

Extending his theory

on cognitive dissonance, he believed that rumors were an attempt
to reconcile dissonant conditions (e.g., those surviving a disaster
would spread rumors portending worse damage to come to reconcile
the contradictory states of being safe from harm y~t still feeling
apprehension).

3

Sociologists have held that rumors have been a social as well as
an individual concern since they have been circulated in clusters
involving a social consensus and spread by collectivity.
Shibutani was of the opinion that, when people are caught in an
ambiguous situation, they will pool their resources to conceive of
the most logical solution (survival of the fittest rumor) (1966).
Turner and Killiam theorized that rumors justify a course of action
(i.e., a riot).

They noticed the closure phenomenon among witnesses

to a crime or an accident which led to "verbal milling" that voiced
concern for the incident through rumors concerning the event (1957).
Jung extended his study of rumor from an individual standpoint
to one of collective behavior.

He believed in a collective

unconscious through which people would produce a "visionary rumor. 11
His focus was the UFO reports which, in his view, were a projection
of the archetypal image to relieve collective anxiety (1959).
Aside from these authorities, social scientists whose work
cannot be classified under these categories have also studied rumor.
Robert H. Knapp analyzed wartime rumors to determine the
predominant motivational factor that leads to that process.
found three classifications:

He

the pipe dream which expressed a

person's hopes; the bogie which reflected fear and concern; and
the wedge-driving rumor which ·was decisive in nature (separating
the government from its citizens or ethnic groups from the social
mainstream) (1942).
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Instead of describing the rumor process per se, one researcher
used an analogy to explain the development, life and death of a
rumor (Morin, 1971).

Edgar Morin likened the rumor process to a

disease in his study of alleged Jewish "white slavers" kidnapping
teenage girls in Orleans, France.
In this case, infection may have begun with a photo-drama
depicting a fictionalized kidnapping of a school girl at gunpoint,
the reported point of this story being a lurid account of her
coerced life in prostitution.

At the time of this publication,

citizens of Orleans felt animosity toward Jewish shopkeepers
catering to the youth market.

Morin believed the story crystalized

these anti-Semitic attitudes.
In her study of rumors involving race, Terry Ann Knopf found
that rumors served the function of crystalizing animosity during
times of civil strife.

She determined that rumors tended to have

a restricted circulation.

Only those interested in the subject

matter would pass a rumor among themselves, according to this
viewpoint (e.g., rumors of violence between Blacks and Whites
would be transmitted among people with racial fears).

Conditions

of the environment, such as social unrest and political upheaval,
formed the contexts of rumors, in Knopf's opinion (1975).
A communication researchef named Larna Brown was concerned
with the personality types who would be involved with the
transmission of a rumor.

She applied the Eysenck P.ersona l ity

Inventory to 250 students at Florida Technological University (now
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the University of Central Florida).

The results showed that males

who were introverted and neurotic would tend to be
passers of fear and wish rumors

11

11

the highest

(1978, p. 52).

In their study, Rosnow and Fine surveyed the observations of
other social scientists who examined this phenomenon.

The

commonality they found was that rumor is a social exchange
directly resulting from ambiguity and is mediated by anxiety
reduction.

A state of anxiety appeared highly conducive to the

rumor process according to their analysis.

They speculated that

it intensifies the individual's discomfort in confronting an
ambiguous situation.

In addition, it may distort critical facilities

so one might accept and transmit information which one would
ordinarily question in less threatening circumstances (1976, p. 62).
In determining this commonality, Rosnow and Fine followed the
belief that differing views could be adjucated best through an
emphasis of a similarity of viewpoint instead of arguing the
merits of any one particular interpretation.

In devising their

paradigm for the rumor process, Rosnow and Fine were obviously
influenced by the approach of Edgar Morin as they also used an
analogy to describe their model for rumor transmission.
Morin made an analogy with the infection state of a disease
as his means for understanding the development of a rumor.

Rosnow

and Fine described the process itself through a comparison with the
transmission of sensations through the nervous system.

According

to their paradigm, energy, from any source, is the factor that
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stimulates the nerves with cells called neurons transmitting that
sensation like a chain.

For Rosnow and Fine, ambiguity was the

source for excitation and anxiety was the transmitting agent that
carries the rumor process through.

They found that ambiguity was

not a necessary prerequisite for the circulation of a rumor.

For

them, anxiety was the universal factor without which a rumor could
not circulate.
Allport, Knopf, and Rosnow and Fine agreed that vigilante
behavior, specifically that motivated through religious or racial
bias, provided an excellent basis for studying rumor.

Allport said,

"No riot or lynching ever occurs without the aid of rumor" (1954,
p. 61).

Knopf found that rumors had either preceded or provoked

every major outburst of racial tension in the United States in this
century.

In writing of racial rumors, Rosnow and Fine maintained,

"These rumors can build animosity and thus serve as a barometer of
tensions in the community.
violence.

They can be the spark which ignites

Rumors in a stressful situation will sustain the

excitement and may even intensify it.

Indeed, mere repetition of

rumors may indicate to some that they are accurate or that there is
a kernel of truth in them" ( 1976, p. 119).
The basis for this present work was the Leo Frank case.

In

1913 he was arrested for the murder of Mary Phagan, a teenage
girl in his employ.

He was tried, found guilty, and went through

the appeal process until his plea for commutation reached the
governor's desk in June, 1915.

Throughout those two years, the
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citizens of the murder site, Atlanta, Georgia, were persistent in
circulating rumors that Frank's fellow Jews would use their
supposed influence to circumvent due process of law and somehow
"buy off" the courts to secure Frank's release.

From 1914 through

1915, a Georgia politician named Tom Watson published a series of
editorials in his weekly paper, The Jeffersonian, which attempted
to prove the efforts of "Jew money" to keep the courts from
exercising Frank's death sentence.
Georgia's governor, John M. Slaton, commuted Frank's
sentence to life imprisonment on June 21, 1915.

Less than two

months later, a vigilante group took Frank from his prison and
lynched him within eyesight of the home of Mary Phagan.
As contemporary accounts held that Watson accurately recorded
popular sentiment regarding Leo Frank, his editorials were
examined in an effort to assess the Rosnow/Fine model for rumor
transmission.

CHAPTER I I
The purpose of this study was to examine the process of
rumor transmission in an historical context.

It was undertaken

in an effort to help determine the basis on which a rumor will start
and how a researcher can trace the development of a rumor through
the interaction prerequisite for that practice.

The paper itself

was a case study of rumor transmission based on the editorials of
Tom Watson regarding the case of Leo Frank.
The books devoted to the Leo Frank case the biographical works
of Tom Watson have been unanimous on two points:

1) the Watson

editorials reflected popular temperament in Atlanta regarding Leo
Frank during the time Watson discussed Frank's struggle; 2) for the
two-year duration of the case, Atlantans continuously circulated
the rumor that "Jew money would buy Frank's release -- despite
11

the constant reversals against him (Arnett, 1922; Carter, 1959;
Dinnerstein, 1968; Golden, 1965; McGill, 1948; Samuels, 1956;
Woodward, 1938).

In addition to those works, contemporary accounts

agreed that Tom Watson struck a responsive chord among Georgians
with his editorials against Frank, especially among the rural
populace.

Examples of these accounts run as follows:

Greensbo ro Herald Journal:

North Carolina, August 27 , 1915.

There was no doubt but that he was a victim of Georgia's political
8

9

feud.

When the Atlanta Journal became Frank's defender, Watson

became his nemesis.
New York Herald:
represented by

11

August 20, 1915.

The popular sentiment is

tom watson whose writing kept alive the passion
11

that brought on the murder of Leo Frank.
Fayetville Times:
politics).

Alabama, June 9, 1922, (concerning Georgia

Watson holds the balance of power.

He got that

11

balance

of power from the Frank case and what an awful price the electorate
11

of Georgia paid for that prostitution.
Hartford Post:

Connecticut, August 18, 1915.

Thomas E. Watson,

through the medium of his weekly and monthly publications, widely
read in Georgia, vigorously contended that the Jury was right and
that Frank was guilty and that he should hang.

He made an infinitely

more impressive case for the state than Dorsey ever did.
Jacksonville Times Union:

Florida, October 11, 1915.

Tom

Watson seems disappointed that a mob did not lynch Jack Slaton on
his return to Georgia.

Watson is nothing but a mischief maker.

One

who appeals to every ignoble impulse in human nature.
Passaic Herald:
it!

New Jersey, August 18, 1915.

Just think of

A bloodthirsty band can for weeks plan a murder.

A newspaper

of Atlanta whose owner has a national reputatJon for his racial
and religious prejudices, can ~rge the mob to violence and almost
everyone in the community can discuss their progress with no steps
taken by the authorities to interfere.
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Commerce Observer:

Georgia, September 2, 1915.

newspapers should learn a lesson from the Frank case.

The Atlanta
II

. Tom

watson's Jeffersonian has a wider circulation in the city of Commerce
than the two local newspapers combined.

Regardless of whether people

agree with Mr. Watson or not, they like to read what he says on
sensational topics."
The emotional intensity which people in Georgia felt toward this
case was evident in the displays of anger by the crowd surrounding
the courthouse during Frank's trial.

In his commutation order,

Governor Slaton stated that after Frank was indicted "the air was
filled with rumors as to the murder and mutilation of the dead girl. 11
Since, in Slaton's words, "the feeling of the public was strong,"
he was prepared to call in the Fifth Regiment of the Georgia
Militia if the spectators at Frank's trial threatened his life.
Two years after the trial, when Governor Slaton issued his
commutation of Frank's sentence, five thousand Georgians stormed
the Governor's
and dynamite.

mansion armed with saws, hatchets, pistols, rifles
A detachment of militia formed a cordon around the

mansion and prevented the mob from breaking into Governor Slaton's
quarters (Golden, 1965, pp. 276-278).
The conditions that Rosnow and Fine described in writing about
rumors involving racial strife- existed in Georgia during the Leo
Frank incident. They wrote that rumors can "serve as a barometer of
tensions in the community while being the spark which ignites
violence."

They added that rumors would 11 sustain 11 the tension of a

dangerous situation if not "intensify it" (1976, p. 76).
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Hypothesis:

If Watson's musings did record a "barometer of

community tensions" during the Leo Frank case, then there should be
significantly measured increase in the intensity of his diatribes
given the presumed agitation of his reading public.

This growing

intensity, statistically verified, would show the existence of the
anxiety component which Rosnow and Fine cited as the critical factor
in their model for rumor transmission.

CHAPTER III
Methodology
The Jeffersonian was a weekly of standard length and format.
Twelve pages long, it was divided into three sections:

page one,

with the main editorial, or editorials, which would be continued
on pages further inside the publication; pages two through four,
which ran letters from readers; page five, which contained "The
Good, The Bad, and the Otherwise," a regular collection of
anecdotes; pages six through nine, which contained the editorials
that began on page one (along with other opinion pieces that would
take in at least a column of type; page ten, which contained
"Editorial Notes -- a collection of opinions that required only a
few paragraphs for covering each subject, and pages eleven and
twelve, which contained brief features, such as poems and
humorous monographs, from newspapers and magazines.

The editorials

were all written by Tom Watson and represented his viewpoint
exclusively regarding the issues of the day.

The existence of a

personal journal such as this would give a communication researcher
an advantage in measuring the emotional climate of a community
involved in the rumor process.

Watson had no committee of editors

through which he would have to modify his views.

12

He was responsible
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for the publications that bore his name in terms of content and
professional quality.
In his treatment of the Leo Frank case, Tom Watson had four
stock editorials which he would reprint (with emphasis on different
points) depending on the one that would be the most appropriate for
his editorial rebuttal for that particular week.
by theme, went as follows:

the

11

facts

These editorials,

of the case which were not

11

addressed by the popular media of the day; the alleged unethical
conduct of William Burns, the founder of the detective agency
employed by Frank's defense counsel; the assertion that John M.
Slaton, the governor who pardoned Leo Frank, was a member of the
law firm that defended Frank in court; and finally, Watson would
print discourses on court procedures, which he maintained were not
pursued or not correctly described by the media accounts reporting
on the developments of the Leo Frank affair.
Underlying Watson's discourse was his reinforcement of the
popular belief that Jewish monied interests
11

11

were using their

power to obtain Frank's unjustified release from prison.
buttress his claims of undue

11

Jewish influence

11

To

in favor of Frank,

he printed rebuttals to articles on the Frank case that appeared
in national magazines and newspapers outside Georgia.

This

sequential publications of refutations allowed Watson to develop
his premise regarding the
appeal process.

11

interference of Jews regarding Frank's
11

The fact that Tom Watson could find a different

pundit who supported Frank from a base outside Georgia, on a near-
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weekly basis, in itself would lend weight to the assertion that
Jews outside Georgia were mounting an extensive campaign to
circumvent local attempts at due process regarding Leo Frank.
In his editorials on Leo Frank during 1914, Watson would
consistently refer to matters of contention between him and a
political rival named Hoke Smith whose newspaper, the Atlanta
Journal, editorially supported Frank's claim of innocence.

There

were too many references to controversies which occurred in 1914
for a contemporary reader to fully comprehend all of Watson's
editorials for that year.

When he covered the Frank case in 1915,

there was a detectable shift from a subjective, extremely provincial,
view of events from a local (i.e., Georgia perspective) to a
systematic examination of the events regarding Leo Frank.
To measure any change in his editorials that would reflect
growing anxiety among the citizens of Georgia, Watson's writing
style had to be examined, particularly his approach in emphasizing
a point.

Read in sequential order, it becomes evident that he

relied on italics and boldface type to convey his feelings of
outrage in relating Frank's alleged offenses and the alleged
machinations of his lawyers in securing assistance to obtain his
releases.

There was little subtlety in his reportage (as compared

with the accounts provided by Collier's magazine, the Atlanta
Journal, and the wire services who covered the event).

While a

wire service report of the trial would state that Frank's janitor,
Jim Conley, testified that he saw his employer "In positions that
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indicated Frank was a degenerate," Watson labeled Frank

11

the Simian

Jew

11

(July 1, 1915); "the guilty Jew

Jew

11

(August 5, 1915); and "the lascivious Jew" (August 12, 1915).

11

(July 15, 1915); "the Sodomite

The wire reports which the Birmingham News carried during Frank's
trial and subsequent appeals bore a marked resemblance to the
objective style of contemporary newspaper writing in reporting a
murder (even one with a strong local interest).

In contrast, Watson

described the murder victim, Mary Phagan, as "Fighting for her virtue
to the very last gasp . . .

11

(February 11, 1915); after Frank's

sentence was commuted, Watson wrote, "the blood of Mary Phagan yet
cries in vain for vengeance

11

(August 12, 1915).

He described the

murder in these terms, "Frank, the beastial Simian, ripped up her
drawers, bruised and bloodied her . . . ; and then finished his
diabolical work with the cord that he tied so tightly around her
tender throat" (March 25, 1915).

His emotionally intense style

precluded whatever in-depth analysis of the case he might have
wanted to pursue in writing about Leo Frank.

By concentrating on

a few topics, Watson kept the emotional climate focused on the
question of Frank's circumventing the judicial system through the
intervention of "powerful Jews."
In 1915 Leo Frank had three remaining a~enues for an appeal of
his death sentence (which was ·set for June 22) -- the United States
Supreme Court, the Georgia Prison Commission, and the Governor of
Georgia, John M. Slaton.
for Frank on April 19.

The Court issued its unfavorable decision
The Commission denied his request on June 9.
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Since Governor Slaton was leaving office on June 26, the state
delayed execution so he could deliberate Frank's case.
At that final stage of Frank's appeal, Governor Slaton had
three options:

1) he could grant Frank a reprieve, leaving his

successor, Nat Harris, with the task of deciding the fate of Leo
Frank, 2) let the death sentence stand, or 3) he could have
commuted the sentence to life imprisonment.

On June 22, Slaton

ruled for commutation, a day after Frank was secretly transferred
to a minimum security installation in Milledgeville, Georgia.

A mob

attempted to surround Slaton at the inauguration of Nat Harris but a
unit of the Georgia Militia dispersed the crowd before they could
cause any damage.
For the seven issues of the Jeffersonian that ran from July 1
through August 12, Watson exploited this public outrage by
charging that Slaton was a member of the law firm that represented
Leo Frank.

If he was Leo Frank's lawyer, it would have stood to

reason that he would have whitewashed the case against his client.
If he was already a member of the firm of Luther Rosser, Frank's
attorney during his murder trial, then he could not have easily
stood aside and relinquished his duties as Governor if he was
supposed to have joined that firm as a full member on leaving office.
As a member of the firm, Slaton would have been obliged to uphold the
interests of his client -- Leo Frank.
Watson had a valid point in his editorial of J~ly 1, 1915
when he pointed out that Governor Slaton mis-stated the evidence
in his 12,000 word commutation.

In that work, Slaton held that a
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crucial prosecution witness named Monteen Stover did not see Leo
Frank in his office on the day of the murder, at the time he claimed
he was working there alone, because the open door of a wall safe
blocked her view from his outer office.

This statement flew in

the face of her own version as released to the press before Frank's
indictment and her subsequent testimony during his trial (which
began on July 28, 1913).

According to her version of events, she

came to Frank's office on Saturday, April 26, 1913, to draw her pay
as a metal worker (one who placed metal eraser caps on the pencils
made at the National Pencil Company -- the same position held by
Mary Phagan).

According to the time clock, it was 12:05 p.m. when

she entered the outer office.
the inner one.

Frank was not there so

He wasn't there either.

I stepped into

I thought he might have been

somewhere around the building so I waited.

I went to the door and

peered further down the floor among the machinery.
him there. 11

11

I couldn't see

She walked down the hall to the metal room where she

worked (and where Mary Phagan was allegedly strangled).

The door

was locked and she heard no sound nor did she notice any disturbance.
She stayed on that floor until ten minutes after twelve, "Then I
went downstairs.

The building was quiet and I couldn't hear a sound.

I didn't see anybody."
In Leo Frank's scenario, he was in his office when Mary Phagan
came by

II

between 12: 05 and 12: 10, maybe 12: 07, to get her pay enve 1ope,

her salary.

I paid her and she went out of the office. 11

Frank always

maintained that he never saw her again until the police asked him to
identify her body.

Since the coroner fixed the time of death at 12:30
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and Frank could not account for his whereabouts between noon and
12:45, Monteen Stover's testimony was crucial for the state's case
against Leo Frank.
When confronted with her testimony, Frank's only explanation
for the discrepancy was a belief that he was using the restroom
while she was in the building and that he was wrong in his estimate
of the time when Mary Phagan arrived.

Inherent in this position was

a tacit acceptance of the veracity of Monteen Stover's sworn statement
In the issue for May 27, 1915, Watson claimed that a private detective
working for Frank's lawyers tried to coerce a "young white woman"
(presumably one who worked in the pencil factory) to move into
Monteen Stover's house and ask if she would agree to change her
testimony.

This effort, if true, would be the only attempt by

anyone working in Frank's defense to question her testimony.

News

accounts in the John Slaton Collection in the Georgia State Archives,
circa 1926, lead one to pose a query public pressure would not allow
during the trial of Leo Frank:
of Monteen Stover?

How substantial was the character

Could a jury accept her sworn testimony with the

same moral weight it would give to any factory worker who had to find .
work during her teen years to supplement her family's income?

If she

led a life separate from the one she presented to society, was she
deceptive in her testimony regarding Leo Frank?
The accounts were taken from two newspapers:
Herald .- Journal and the Butler Herald.

the Greensboro

The first was an editorial

on the possibility of former Governor Slaton re-entering the
gubernatorial race.

The paper supported that notion and added
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that it agreed with Slaton in his decision to commute Leo Frank's
sentence.

In updating the case, the writer reported on the fate of

the two major witnesses against Leo Frank.

Jim Conley was "now

serving a penitentary sentence for twenty years" and he wrote this
paragraph about Monteen Stover:
"It is also recalled that a young woman, Monteen Stover,
who was the star witness in the Frank case, was caught later in a
badger game in Birmingham.

Her husband, while serving a sentence

for robbery, was sent to the Greene County convict camp.

The

woman visited her husband there several times and was always in
fast company" (February 6, 1926) ( see Appendix B) .
The second account came from an editorial printed by the editor
and publisher of the Butler Herald, C. E. Benns.

He reprinted

another editorial from the Greensboro Herald Journal with more
information on Jim Conley and Monteen Stover.

Conley had been

arrested for burglary and was "shot while attempting to break into
a store."

The original author concluded the editorial with these

paragraphs:
As a matter of keeping the records straight, don't
forget Monteen Stover, another leading witness in the
Frank case, who plead guilty to playing the badger game
in a Chattanooga hote 1 • She was charged with enticing
men into her room, and her supposed-to-be husband
would come into the room, and Monteen and her supposedto-be husband would "pick poor Robin clean."

Sooner

or later the people of Georgia will awaken to the
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grievous error a large number have committed in reference
to the Frank case (undated, but type face and relative
condition of clipping indicate it was originally printed
in the 1920s -- see Appendix A.

The citation attached to

the photocopies, provided by the Georgia Department of
Archives, included this retrieval information.

Slaton

Collection; AC 00-070; LOC 2094-03; box 47 -- see Appendix
C. )

In his editorials, Watson maintained that Leo Frank was an
exponent of the double life.
11

11

He believed the testimony of Jim

Conley that the janitor served as a lookout while Frank engaged in
sexual liaisons in his factory office.

Was Monteen Stover herself

involved with a double life which she did not reveal in the course
11

11

of the Frank trial and the subsequent appeals?

In considering the

discrepancy between her testimony and Leo Frank's, her credibility
becomes an issue as Frank could not answer the question,
you while Monteen Stover was in your office?

11

11

Where were

In light of the

information found in the above-listed editorials, one must ask the
question:

Was Mon teen Stover even in Leo Frank I s office on the day

of Mary Phagan's murder, April 26, 1913? On that day, was she
herself involved in some illicit action for which she needed an
alibi?

Did she give herself such an alibi in lying about her

whereabouts and leaving the burden of proving the truth on the
shoulders of Leo Frank?

21

According to her testimony, Monteen Stover went to Leo Frank's
office that Saturday to receive a week's pay.
the factory only five minutes.

Yet, she stayed in

When she saw Frank's allegedly

vacant office, she did not search for him throughout the building
(where two men were repairing rotten planks on the fourth floor).
Instead she stayed in his outer office for a brief period of time
and walked down a hallway to the metal room where Frank allegedly
strangled Mary Phagan.

If the testimony of Jim Conley had any

validity, Frank was murdering her while Monteen Stover was outside
the door.

Despite his alleged struggle, Monteen Stover testified,

"The building was quiet and I couldn't hear a sound.
anybody . . .

I didn't see

11

Since she found the door locked, she decided to leave the
building.
1913.

She did not return until a week later to the day, May 3,

Accompanied by her mother, she appeared at Frank's office to

obtain the pay she had missed the previous Saturday.

Instead of

finding Leo Frank, they came face-to-face with a detective that
Frank's prosecutor, Hugh Dorsey, had stationed in the factory while
Frank was incarcerated in jail.

When she told the detective that

she had stopped by the factory on April 26, he ushered both Monteen
and her mother to Hugh Dorsey's office.

There, he discussed her

version of events before he decided he could use her testimony to
prove Leo Frank's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

Once the grand

jury had called Frank to testify, Dorsey released Mqnteen Stover's
statement to the press.

That press account included an important ren -

dition of the number of people outside the factory on April 26, 1913:
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As I walked from the building out to the street I saw
four young boys standing close to the entrance.

When

I first came into the place, they were standing on the
corner of Forsyth and Hunter Streets.

They were only

young boys. (Golden, 1965, p. 61)
This information was significant because April 26, 1913 was
Confederate Memorial Day.

The highlight of the celebration was a

parade down Peachtree Street, Atlanta's major thoroughfare.

The

pencil factory was only six blocks east of the reviewing stand.
Had Monteen Stover gone to the factory that day, would she have
reported seeing a larger crowd waiting to see the parade than the
"four young boys standing close to the entrance?"

Did she give

herself only five minutes in the factory to explain why no one
except Jim Conley reported seeing her in the building on that day?
(In his original statement, Conley made no mention of Monteen
Stover.

He testified to seeing her at the factory four days after

Monteen Stover appeared before the grand jury).

Did she describe

the building as empty to avoid the potential of her testimony
conflicting in concrete detail with that of the others in the
factory at that time (if she was someplace else besides the factory
on that day)?
When Monteen Stover gave her testimony, she enjoyed the
protection whi ch Southern society required men to provide members
of the opposite sex.

Three days after Leo Frank was lynched, Nat

Harris, the man who succeeded Slaton as governor of Georgia, made
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reference to this social phenomemon in an interview with the New
York Times.
there is somethimg that unbalances men here in the
South where women are concerned.

I won't call it chivalry,

or call it anything; it is, if you like, something that
destroys a man's ability and even willingness to do cold
and exact justice.

That is the way it is in the South;

it cannot be argued against, and must be accepted as a
fact.

If a woman is the victim of a crime, a fury seizes

our men.
This "fury" was a complication for the lawyers arranging
Frank's defense.

With a client already indicted for the murder

of a "defense 1ess Southern Be 11 e," his 1awyers were handicapped in
any attempt to question the integrity of another teenager
enjoying the privilege of life denied Mary Phagan.

By misquoting

Monteen StoverJs statement, was Governor Slaton trying to focus
attention on her testimony so that a "double life" she was leading
would inevitably be revealed?

Twenty-eight years after Leo Frank

was lynched, Judge Arthur G. Powell referred to the Leo Frank case
in his autobiography I Can Go Home Again (1943).

He mentioned

Governor Slaton's commutation statement in maintaining that he
learned the identity of Mary Phagan's murder and that Leo Frank was
innocent of that crime.
In his legal career, Powell wrote several textbooks and
served on the Georgia Court of Appeals.

When a jurist of his

reputation announced nis knowledg€ of the actual culprit in the
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Frank case, people wanted to learn this vital information.

Yet,

Powell never revealed this specific data and no scholar investigating
Leo Frank's dilemma has ever found his papers on the subject.
The passage dealing with Leo Frank appears on page 291 of his
book and runs as follows:
I am one of the few people who know that Leo Frank is
innocent . . . Without ever having discussed with Governor
Slaton the facts which were revealed to me, I have reason
to believe from a thing contained in the statement he made
with commutation, that, in some way, these facts came to
him and influenced his action.

I expect to write out what

I know and seal it up for the day may yet come, after
certain deaths occur, when more can be told than I can
tell you now (emphasis mine).
To date, no one interested in the controversy surrounding Leo
Frank and the murder of Mary Phagan has found any material he may
have written and sealed which would name anyone guilty of that act.
In light of the absence of this information, one might ask if
Slaton's misstatement of Monteen Stover's testimony was the "thing
contained in the statement" that led Powell to believe that the
governor had somehow obtained the same evidence through similarly
privileged means that compelled. the judge to maintain that Frank
was innocent.

Was Governor Slaton prevented by legal restraints

from divulging evidence that would lead the public-at-large to
either accept Leo Frank as an innocent or question the prosecution's
ability to prove his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt?
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Governor Slaton's misquoting of Monteen Stover did give
credence to Watson's assertion that "Jew money" had corrupted
Slaton's office.

This controversy, combined with the public

focus on the Prison Commission and Governor Slaton during Frank's
appeal, made this period considerably more volatile in the public
regard for Leo Frank than the sixteen weeks from January 7 to April
22 when Watson covered Frank's appeal to the United States Supreme
Court.

This prolonged procedure would not provide daily stimulus

for the Georgia populace to voice concern over the decision of the
Court.

With the deadline of Frank's death sentence being June 22,

the efforts to obtain a commutation, or prevent it, would have
assumed a dramatic intensity after the Court refused Frank's appeal
on April 19.

While people felt concern regarding the outcome of the

Supreme Court's examination of the case (during the period of January
7 through April 22), the concern grew into an outcry when Slaton
commuted Frank's sentence.

During this following period (April 29

through August 12), concern grew into anxiety as people felt
"Northern monied interests" had bought control of their Governor's
chair.
Tom Watson published 16 issues of the Jeffersonian during
each of these two periods.

With the issue for January 7, he began

his procedure of printing a st6ck editorial as a rebuttal against a
favorable press account for Leo Frank.

The issue for August 12 was

the last one he printed before Leo Frank was lynched.

As Leo Frank

was dead, there was no longer an impetus for a discussion of
"Jewish interests" improperly securing his release.
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As the Supreme Court ruled against Leo Frank on April 19,
Watson would not have had a sufficient amount of time to prepare
commentary for the issue of April 22.

For that issue, he ran a

brief summary of the case and invited readers to consider the
editorial he would run in the following issue on April 29.
The April 29 issue marked a departure in Watson's pattern of
coverage in Leo Frank for the previous 16 issues.

From January 7

through April 22, Watson wrote a treatise on Leo Frank for only
eight issues (January 7, 28; February 4, 11, 18; March 4, 25; April
22).

In the remaining issues (January 14, 21; February 25; March 11,

18; April 1, 8, 15), he did not write on the subject, but ran ads in
some of his issues for his reports on the Frank case in his monthly
periodical, Watson's Magazine (which reprinted editorials from the
Jeffersonian in a more permanent format).

Since Watson ran ads for

his self-published books as a regular feature in the Jeffersonian,
his ads for Watson's Magazine in the issues for January 14, 21 and
March 11, 18 indicated a desire on Watson's part to use interest
in the Frank case to promote his magazine.

The front page

advertisements that appeared in the February 25 and March 4 issues
indicated a strong concern among his readers that he wanted to
address.
From April 29 through August 12, Tom Watson wrote on Leo
Frank on a regul ar basis.

Instead of writing about Frank in only

eight issues (as in the first period), Watson wrote an anti-Frank
editorial for each of the 16 issues of that second period.

That

consistency (over the obviously strategic use of the Frank case to
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promote his magazine) reflected the acute focus of communal scrutiny
on the resolution of Leo Frank's dilemma.
To measure the difference in the emotional intensity of the
editorials, a correlated t-test was conducted between the two periods
of coverage.

The t-test was based on the amount of words set in type

different from the rest of the text, per one-hundred words.
Watson's reliance on four stock editorials allowed as little
variance as possible in his content so he could keep his readers'
interests at an emotional peak.

Since Watson had this strict

adherence to his basic formula, with his alternating editorials, a
measurement of the number of italicized words (italics and boldface)
he printed to emphasize a point was the only means of guaging the
emotional feedback from his readers.
For a standard guage of the intensity of Watson's rhetoric,
the number of words using italics per one-hundred words of text
was tabulated for each editorial.

Issues without a relevant

editorial were given a value of zero. -The resultant means were
3.96 for the first time period and 8.28 for the second.
Using these data, the t-test indicated that emotional
intensity was significantly greater during the second time period
than the first (t = 3.448, df = 15,

Q

<.05)
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TABLE 1
NUMBER OF ITALICIZED WORDS PER ONE-HUNDRED IN EACH WATSON
EDITORIAL ( 0 INDICATING NO EDITORIAL FOR THAT WEEK)
11

Pair

11

January 7 - April 22

April 29 - August 12

D

o2

3.3

9.9
7.1
8.7
7.6
5.6
9.4
5.6
12.3
10.12
6.5
7.4
8.8
9.7
7.2
7.7
8.9

6.6
7.1
8.7
2.9
0.7
-3.1
-3.9
12.3
4.42
6.5
7.4
-5.0
9.7
7.2
7.7
1.3

43.56
50.41
75.69
8.41
.49
9.61
15.21
151. 29
19.536
42.25
54.76
25.00
94.09
51.84
59.29
1.69

8.28

70.52

703.126

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0
0

4.7
6.3
12.5
9.5

8

0

9

5.7

10

0
0

11

13.8

12
13
14
15
16

0
0
0

7.6

-

X

N = 16

=

-

3.96

X

.05 level, df

0 = 70.52/16 = 4.4075
~92.3095
16(16-1)

=

=

15, R:

=

t < -2.131 or t < 2.131

')

co~~

l 278
.

Difference is significant.

703.1264
703.1264
t

70.52 2 /16 =
310.8169 = 392.3095

= 4.4075/1.278 = 3.448
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If the issues with no editorials on Leo Frank had been
omitted, the means for the first time period would have been 7.96.
With the means for the second time period almost equal at 8.28, the
average number of italicized words in Watson's text, when he wrote
about Leo Frank, would have been at a consistent rate of approximately
eight per one-hundred.

Without the entries of the issues that did not

mention Frank, at a value of zero, there would have been no
significant difference in the intensity measures between the two
time periods.
Justification for the value of zero as an entry for the t-test
lay in the regular treatment of the Frank case that a reader had
come to anticipate in the Jeffersonian.

Watson recognized this

interest with his ads for his magazine.

When the reader picked up

the issue for January 14 or March 11, and did not find an editorial
on Leo Frank, he saw Watson's ad which directed him to read his
magazine as a substitute.

Since it was larger, Watson could

promise to reprint whole sections from the transcripts of the trial
that he could not fit in the 12 pages of the Jeffersonian.

Watson's

Magazine was published on high quality 11 slick 11 paper which was
better for reprinting photographs of the principals of the Frank
case than the newsprint of the weekly tabloid.
Limitations of the Study
Watson had no outside contributors for the Jeffersonian, so
his views were the only interpretations of the public mood which
appeared in that weekly.

With that tight editorial control, his
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neglect in writing editorials on Frank may have been due to a
belief that other topics deserved his attention for that particular
week.

While there were no editorials on Frank in the issues for

the middle weeks for January and March, a zero might not have
been appropriate value since he may not have had the space in his
limited format of the Jeffersonian for a discussion of Leo Frank
during those weeks.

If he did not make a deliberate decision to

refrain from covering Frank's appeal to the Supreme Court (for the
eight issues printed during the first period), then his neglect to
include material on Frank might have been due to coincidence.
Another limitation was the lack of a control condition without
anxiety.

A standard psychological measure for anxiety such as the

Manifest Anxiety Scale (1953) would have allowed a researcher to use
high and low anxiety scores to set up experimental and control groups,
respectively.

However, in 1915, communication research was not an

established field of study.
One more limitation lay in the fact that this was a case study
subject to the limitations inherent in that approach to research.
A case study involves a comprehensive collection of data about a
highly selective sample of subjects.

The intention of this analysis

is a generalization about the population from which the sample was
taken.

When a researcher undertakes this method, it must be

recognized that a generalization drawn from a single case cannot be
applied to all cases in the represented population. _This ?tudy
would have also been open to the same questions that all case studies
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must address:

Was the sample too small or the setting too remote

for generalization of the results outside the sample that was
analyzed?
Throughout the Frank affair, Georgians felt ambiguity regarding
Leo Frank's eventual fate.

No one could have foretold the verdict

of the jury nor the decisions of the Supreme Court, the Prison
Commission, and Governor John Slaton.

There was further ambiguity

regarding Frank after Governor Slaton misquoted Monteen Stover's
testimony in his commutation statement.
The populace of Georgia also felt anxiety regarding that case
which was evident in the public displays of outrage following
Governor Slaton's order of commutation.

In addition, Mary Phagan's

pastor, the Reverend Dr. Luther 0. Bricker wrote about the public
reaction to Frank's arrest in a letter to Butler University's
Shane Quarterly, "We were all mad crazy, and in a blood frenzy.
Frank was brought to trial in mob spirit.

One could feel the waves

of madness which swept us all'' (1943, p~ 12).
The statistically significant increase in the number of italics
in Watson's editorials on Leo Frank -- if he sometimes refrained in
writing them in a marketing ploy for his Watson's Magazine -- showed
the anxiety in his readers he managed to exploit for the duration of
Frank's last appeal.

While there were limitations in the study, the

conditions Rosnow and Fine set out as prerequisite for rumor
transmission did exist during the Frank case.

Rosnow and Fine

argued that ambiguity was the source of excitation for a rumor and
anxiety was the transmitting agent.

While Georgians were ambiguous
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about Frank's eventual sentence, the autobiography of Judge Arthur
G. Powell left doubt that they had been aware of all the facts in the
case.

The results from the t-test offered empirical verification of

the anxiety component for the Rosnow/Fine model for the rumor
process.

SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to examine the process of rumor
transmission in an historical context.

The basis of the work was

a case study of rumor transmission based on the editorials of Tom
Watson regarding the case of Leo Frank.

The focus of the study

was the work of Ralph Rosnow and Gary Fine.
In 1913, Leo Frank was a factory supervisor in Atlanta, Georgia
who was convicted of the murder of Mary Phagan, a teenage girl in
his employ.

Throughout the trial and appeal process, rumors

circulated through Atlanta that, since Frank was Jewish, his
fellow Jews would use their supposed financial influence to
literally buy Frank's release.

His death sentence was eventually

commuted to life imprisonment by Governor John Slaton . Then, two
months later, a vigilante group took Frank from his minimum security
jail and lynched him within a few hundred yards of Mary Phagan's
home.
The commutation order included a misquoting of the testimony
of Monteen Stover, a key witness for the state against Leo Frank.
Watson maintained that Slaton was . compromised by "Jewish Interests"
but newspaper cl ·ppings on Monteen Stover, written about ten years
after the lynching, indicate that Stover might have had ulterior
motives when she testified against Frank.
33
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Commission and Governor Slaton after the Court's unfavorable
decision.
For eight of the issues in the first period, Watson did not
write an editorial on Leo Frank.

From the prominence of ads

promoting the coverage of Frank in his Watson's Magazine, it was
assumed that he was exploiting the reader's interest in the Frank
case to increase the sales of his magazine.

A value of zero was

entered for three weeks on the presumption he deliberately
refrained from writing an editorial for each of those particular
weeks.
Hypothesis was confirmed at the .05 level.
had to be recognized.

However, limitations

As a case study, it was open to the questions

of generalizability which face case studies as a research method.
There was no control group to be tested for low anxiety.

Those

issues without editorials on Frank were given a value of zero on
the basis of a presumption of Watson's motives and with no certainty
of knowledge.
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TheButlerl-Ierald
&&abw.hed in 1876.

C. E. BENNS,
£.diLor and Publi.her.

IS AGAIN-OUT AGAlN
When s~e ia v~ued •t 6v~
cen~ B line or more i~ not a pay
,nJ: proposition to devote more
th~n six lines to Jim Conleythirly ct!nt~. which h; his ex~ct
wo1·th-hut we want t.o Ctlll .atkn·. ion to our 1·ead~rs that Jim
Cc nl~y is M~ain in the toil5 of the
law.
.
Th~ ~nu.• notorious scoundrel
a11d n~~ro dt!~ener,te, who Was
vi ·.:turt:d ~-- ...w ordinary innoCt'Jll country
dark~·," by His
ExceUency Dor~ey has been ar•·t!~ted for burglary.
He ha.s
· l>t>en an-ested for e\'ery thing,
~nee and befol'e the Fr~nk ca~e,
~d now he is shot while a:-

iemptin1 to bn~.k in1o a atore.
If ConJey is an °0.·duw·y innocent country · dMJ·key," we
would hatt! to see .An ordinary
count1·y da1·key that' W&Sn't a
\·irgin.

lu ou1· opan1on Jun Conley,

and Kaiaer WilheJm are 10m, to

°~

cori·upt Hell and ~,·e Satan
µoiition when they land there.

As a matter of keepin, the records ,trai&bt, don't 101·1et Mon•
,teen Stover, another leadin1
witness in the Frank cue, who
olead auilty to playina the badi·
e1· &.Lme in a Chattanooca hotel.
Sbe W&i ch&raed with uticina

mea into her room, and ber 1111>9
PQNd-to-be huab&Dd would come
in the l"OOm, and Mo1iteen and
her •IIPPNed•to-be huabMnd
\\'ould .. pick poor Robin dean.•
Sooner or law the people of.

Geor(ia will awaken to &he ,nevow. enor·a lar1e nwnber bave
committed, iD reference to the

Frank ~--(,reeuboro Herald

JoW'Ul_.

.
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THE HERALD-JOVRNAL. GREE!\SBORO, GEOHGIA.

Slation And The Governor's Race
Repeated mention of the name of Form~r
Governor John M. Slaton as a possible candidate for governor of Georgia Ms received political talk which has been meiN or ,leu on the
wane since the first of the ~ . aaya a ~ewa.
dispatch from Atlanta.
\ ;
So far as can t>e ascertain~ from the forme1
governor'i close friends, as · · aa the fonner
governor himself, he ia no a. candidate, nor
ha.a be encouraged by word r deed, the 'late
boom' in behalf of hurling
hat into • the
ring, politically speaking.
He is, it would
seem, of the aame minl now
he haa been for
, sometime that he would en . the coming race
; for governor only in the ev
of "a conviction
of duty for public aemce.'
It is known th&t
hundreds of friends in all
rts of the state
have been urging him for 11onths t'> get back
into politica, but he has no~ gjveri th~ natter
·more than a paasing thocgbt.
Should the f onner gover·'-r enter the race,
howe,·er, it is not beli!ved t,:t the Frank caae,
once causing such a great
mor, would .4.ut
any great figure.
In com tin1 the sentence
of Leo Frank, charged wi the murder of
Mary Phagan, nearly thi
n years ago, it is
ge.ne'rally ..recogniz.ed that
f. Slaton acted
from a aense of . jutice.
De thine is not
forgotten that Jµn Conle a negro, and the
■tar witneae in t.he cue, l(.a conftrm9:'1 criminat, coarricled repeatedJJ
the cnine and
now serving a pcnitent.ifry aenten~ fur twenty
years.
Conley ia no
the loweat type
of negro criminal that
s J,ver disgraeed this
state.
· '

sf:hce

t*•

It ia &ho recalled th.at , y"oung woman,
Monteen Stover, who was &he star witness in
the Frank caae, ·was caught later in a badger
game in Birmingham.
Her husband, whi:e
serving a aentence for robl.,ery, was sent to the
Greene Comrty crmvict camJ.: The woman visited her hua~ here aeveraJ:timea and waa alway, in fut ! _o mpay. ..
Governor Slaton took thfjPOsiiion, in w}?.ich
he is upheld by many leadi~ citi&ens, that the
evidence adduced in the Frank crime tended to
throw 1uapldou on Conle ,
The · Jl,rald-J OUl'llal &
bf Governor
Slaton 1n 'al of. hia troubl • We believed in
him .then and we believe in
DOW.
But, why did the daily
ot the state,
in announcm, that 11r.
tou mi&'ht become
a candidate brlnr the Fr
into ll&Ch
prominence T •
.. - ·

f

-Of coune, they had •
pretend to be Mr: .Slatpn '8 .
a poor way of abowinc it.
Ae a man 1rho hu at
· cloae to Mr.
Slaton--&nd he know1- it
t:&er than anyone
· ournal doean't
elae-tbe editor of Thi H
adviae him~ enter the&'
torial race.
Bownv, If the 11111-a
-~ . The Herald-.
Jounal .wfll OOldmue tit I
' .-by him and ~
"'1PPGrl11aD...:.: ;.·. . .A·:
-c
' . .. '''.'
~
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" The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United States Code) governs the making of photocopies or other 1'9productions of copyrighted mat erial.
Under certain conditions 1p&eified in the law, libraries end archives 81'9 authorized to furnish a photocopy or othM reproduction . Ona of these specified conditions is that the photocopy or reproduction is not to be 'used for any purpoae other than
private study, 1chol11rship, or 1'11search . • If II ueer makes II request for , or later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purpos" in
exces s of 'fair use. • that user may be liable for copyright infringement.
This institution reserves tho right to refuse to accept a copying order H. in its judgement, fulfillment of the order would
involve II violation of copyright law .
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These newspaper clippings are part of the John
~arshall Slaton collection in the state of Georgia's Department of Archive s and History; JJO Capitol Avenue S.E.1
Atlanta, Georgia - )OJJ4. ~rs A. ~aldo Jones is the donor.
Box L1,7
New Yorr: Po ~;t; May 17, 1915,
Tom :tJat:.:;on reported to be
rapiaTymak1ng a political issu~ of the affair.

P;:is~,aic Herald; New Jersey; July 18, 19151 Jus_t think of
ltl
A bloodthirsty band can for weeks plan a murder. A
newspaper of Atlanta, whose owner has a na.tiorul reputation
for hi~ raci~l und rcligiouLl prejudices, can urge the mob
to violence and almost everyone in the community can discuss their pro~ress with no steps taken by the authorities
to interfere.
N,~w;-irk N< '. \v: ; ; New Jersey; AuQJst 18, 1915: By the incendiary
appeal s of-~uch publications as Tom i_f at~on's Jeffersonian,
local sentim e nt w~s inflamed to such a de~ree that a fair
trial wa~_; i1:1possiblc.

New York .Jorld I August 19, 1915: Tom ,fatson striving to
Impart t o ~ c a s e of Leo Frank the false and sinister appearence of a race issue are not representative of their section.
Columbia :_:; t:1t e ; South Carolina; August 20, 19151 Tom '._,fatson
appears to be Georgia's him of hate. (name of paper is unclear)
Ander s on Intelligencer; South Carolina1 August 21, 19151 Frank's
lawyer ~ays that Tom ,fatson was responsible for it ans that
he ought to lie t:--ied for murder . in the firot degree.
r~n~t• n:-;boro H1: ral£!. Journ;-i l; North Carolina' Aueust 27 t 1915 I
There wa:.; no doubt but that he was a victim of Georgia's political feud.
,/hen the Atlanta Journal became Frank's defender,
~atson became his nemesis.
r ~~ 0£:=.!_
nr~ G_r:~1>h1c1 Ge oq;ia1 September 2, 19151 Editor Torn
i·Jat~;on':.; dt•t't : n:;e of the ~tate ha:..; done more to Lti::;e the e s t i mation of the public than anythinr.; ht! has ever attempted. 'ii~
nre one of the few who, together with 90¾ of our people, are
ready to Gay '' .Jell done cood nnd faithful servant I"

ComnH! rr.e 0b :;e rv1•r I Georgia I September 2, 1915: The Atlanta
new!.3p;-ipPr~_; Llhould lc;.irn a lesson from the Frank case. \·Jhen
the horrible, nausiatin~ details of a foul murder arc printeJ
for conun, .• rcial nt.!wspapl~r::.;, and storie:.; arc printed to out-or~1tate p;q,L'r~; at i;o much u column, · u µenalty for thia dh1gu~tini.~
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is bound to follow ••• Tom Aatson's Jeffersonian has a wider
circulation in the sith of Commerce that the two local newspapers combined. Regardless of whether people agree with Mr.
~atson or not, they like to read what he says on sensational
topics.
Greensboro News; North Carolina; September 18, 19151 There
are 7 5 percent at least of the men in 'tlaycross that would
shoulder a gun in his defense (Jatson's). A thousand copies
of the Jeffersonian are read in the town, and besides "every
farmer that can read" is reading it.
LaGranP.e Graphic; Letter from A.P. Byrd; September 23, 1915:
Looks like he (Loyless) has become jealous of the popularity
of the Jeffersonian's publisher and its immense circulation.
Valdosta Times; Georgia; September JO, 1915: Tom Loyless
enabled Tom iJatson to see himself as others see him which
was not a friendly thing to do since the latter's part is
not so good.
LaGrange Graphic; September JO, 19151 He (Loyless) is trying
to weaken Tom Jatson with the people but an attack upon Tom
Watson is an attack upon 90% of the people of Georgia.
Concord Daily; North Carolina: October 14, 1915: Tom 'rfatson,
without any doubt, was guilty of the murder of Frank. At least,
he incited men to murder and that's the same thing.
Columbia Records South Carolina; October 15, 1915: Lynching
was plainly attributed to inflammatory articles written by
Tho s • E • ·:✓ at s o n •
Anderson r,1ail; South Carolina: November 2, 1915: Slaton still
quite saf~Tom Jatsonites who said he dare not return to
Georgia have another guess coming.
Unknown paper, date: t(assachusetts locale, byline given to
Alexander Breen: The Jeffersonian has poisoned the masses
of Georgians who form the bulk of the population. His vitrolic
pen and disregard of decency have served to inflame the passions of the ignorant Georgia masses who form the majority of
the population.
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Box 48a
Dothan Sar;+e; Alabama; July 2, 1915: reprints 'fatson
editorial intact where he states, "Lynch law is better
than no law at all." This material reflects the editorial
sentiments found in the issues for July 25 and August 18
of the same year (respectively) -- lf the jury that convicted
Leo Frank was swayed by a mob, why couldn't they get them to
sign a pettition for clemmency two years later? -- Justice
was reached throufh err0r in the Frank case.
r,:ontgomery Advertiser, Alabama: August 13, 1915: If Torr.
,fa tsor. wants to make a political issue of the Frank case,
he can do so without the assistance of the Aug,..:sta Chronicle.
Omaha Hews; Nebraska; August 17, 1915: At the trial, men
1n the audience yelled "You better hang the Jew. If you don't
we'll hang you."
O~anEeville Press, Idaho, August 17, 1915: Torn Wat~on, who~
some hold morally responsible for the lynching of Frank (after
conducting a press campaign against him), said that after the
commutation of the death penalty the people, in effect,
carried out the sentence of the court.
L2wYence Democrat, Alabama, August 19, 1915: The Frank case
would be the next big political issue in Georgia. Tom Watson
and Hugh Dorsey are still trying to arouse the prejudices of
the people.
r,:ontgomerv Times; Alabama; August 20, 1915: Tom Watson •.•
must be very happy since his paper and people who think as
he does have succeeded in having Frank hung by a mob. From
the time Frank was arrested to the moment when the blood
le~t him, the Jew bater and Catholic hater Tom ~atson has
followed him with the relentless hatred of a hyena.
Butte 1nne,r; ~:ontana: August 24, 1915: Through his inflammatory publications , - Thomas E. ·- Jatson has done more harm to
this state than ten thousand eood men can undo. A great many
Georgians blame Tom .fats on for inciting the mob to murder
Frank.
3~unswick News: Georgia: August 29, 1915: Torn ~Jatson continues
to stir the bitterness of the people and to incite his fellow
Georgians to malice and crime.
~edford Tribune: Oregon: September 2, 1915: A defender of the
Leo Frank episode has kindly provided us with copies of Tom
~-Jatson's Jeffersonians •••• The rape of the law (Frank's
lynching) is treated with approval •••• This journalistic
vandal --- boasts of a circulation of over fifty thousand.
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Dalton Citizen; GeorGiaJ September 6, 19151 Editor Ton Loyless
shows u°p'.fom ·, fatson for what he is by cor.;ent rev.saning but he
does not seem to have hurt him with his followine;. Many admi!"e
his rascality and applaud when he urges lynch law.
Dothan E3cle; September 15, 19151 Tom l~yless of the Augusta
Chronicle "shows up" Tom \fats on in a three paGe editorial.
We arc inclined to believe that when Tom Watson gets throueh
with hi1:1 lw '11 rocret the "t;how up." 'l'om \fatson was richt
about ex-Governor Slaton and a majority of Gcorgian3 aBree.
Catholic ~cntinal: Portland, Oregon; September 2J, 1915: Ton
Natson, dcfaincr of everything Catholic, is widely held to be
morally r0sponsible for the lynch in~ of Leo Frank.
Brun:iwid: Nr~w s ; September 25, 1915: Gcorr.;ians may realize
hisr.ht~on'!-; J mind wa~:; distortcc.1 by µa :_,0ion for r,old.
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Box 48b
~iacon Teler:raph; Georgia, August 18, 19151 Thomas E. ·. fatson,
through the medium of the weekly and monthly publications,
vigorously contending that the jurv was right -- that Frank
was guilty and he should hang. datson made the issue one
law for the rich another for the poor ••• , Thomas E. Watson
appears to have quite a following, even amo1~g the better
element. The wave of revulsion has not reached him.
He applauds the mob that did Leo Frank to death.
Trenton Gazette; New Jersey; August 19, 1915: Some of the
newspapers 1n Georgia say that Tom ~atson is as much to blame
for the lynching of Leo Frank as the men who actually committed the crime. Acting as judge, jury and prosecutor •••
~fatson succeeded in arousing the public sentiment against
Leo Frank as well as ex-Governor Slaton. In other words
he created a "public clamor" against Leo Frank that led to
the mob crazed for Frank's blood with the result the cowardly mob disgraced the state with its crazed and cowardly
act.
New York Herald; August 20, 1915: The popular sentiment is
represented by "torn" .fatson whose writing kept alive the
passion that brought on the murder of Leo Frank.
Duluth Herald; Minnesota; August 21, 1915: It is true that
some prominent Georgians like Tom ·,vats on have led the agitation
that produced the Frank outrage. But other prominent Georgians
like former Governor Slaton and Tom Loyless have conducted
themselves with honor.
Birmin~ham Ledger; Alabama; August 21, 1915: Nathan Strauss
of New York thinks the writings of Tom :fatson responsible for
Georgia's lynching.
Fayetville Times; Alabama; June 9, 19221 (concerning Georgia
politics) Ja tson holds the balance of power. He got that
"balance of power" from the Frank Case and .what an awful price
the electorate of Georgia paid with that prostitution.
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Box 48c
Hartford Post: Connecticut: August 18, 1915: Thomas E.
Watson, through the medium of his weekly and monthly
publications, widely read in Georgia, vigorously contended
that the Jury was right and that Frank was guilty and that
he should hang. He made an infinitely more impressive case
for the state than Dorsey ever did.
Hartford Times: Connecticut: August 18, 1915: Respectable
newspapers condemn the Frank lynching and almost without
exception point to Tom Watson as the man who inflamed the
mob spirit.
Milwaukee Sentinal: 1-/isconsin: August 2J, 1915: Louis
Marshall says that Thomas E. Watson is the true culprit.
"He is the real murdered. He is the one who stirred up
the agitation. His publication, the Jeffersonian, is the
most contemptable in the Frank Case.
Jacksonville Times Union: Florida: October 11, 1915: Torn
Watson seems d1ssapo1nted that a mob did not lynch Jack
Slaton on his return to Georgia. Watson is nothing but a
mischief maker. One who appeals to every ignoble impulse
in human nature.
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